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Abstract 

OBJECT Eye movement tracking technology was used to explore the subjects' 
preferences for startup icons of game apps with different colors (warm colors and cold 
colors), different styles (skeuomorphic style and flat style) and different forms (similes, 
metaphors), so as to obtain a better icon design scheme. METHODS College students were 
selected as subjects, APP icons of smartphone games were used as materials, and Tobii 
TX300 eye tracker was adopted to record the processing process of APP icons with 
different characteristics of subjects. CONCLUSION The characteristics of icons affect 
consumers' gaze, and consumers pay more attention to icons with warm colors, flat 
styles and smile forms. 
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1. Raise of problem 

Mobile Internet era, intelligent terminal exploding, smart phones, with its quality performance 
such as socialization and personalization, sharing and mass, immediacy and interactivity, 
become after the four traditional media of television, newspapers, magazines, and radio. The 
“fifth media”, the application APP has also become popular, which has been inextricably linked 
with people's food, clothing, housing and transportation, and has brought a brand-new lifestyle 
[6]. Meanwhile, the market for application development has become increasingly competitive. 
Zhou Tao, head of mobile application platform, has claimed that “the growth rate of application 
developers is much faster than the growth rate of application downloads”. 

In this competitive environment, the direct attraction of APP itself becomes extremely 
important [7]. For an APP, the APP icon gives consumers the first impression [3]. As an 
important part of mobile phone interface, application icon plays a connecting role in human-
computer interaction. For consumers, icon design can, to a large extent, enrich their visual 
experience, lock their limited attention resources, and guide them to download and use apps. 
However, designing an icon that is both beautiful and functional is not easy. 

Therefore, this study tested consumers' preference for color, style and form of smartphone 
interface icons through eye movement experiment. The data such as fixation time and fixation 
times of eye-tracking technical parameters were analyzed to explore the characteristics of APP 
icons favored by consumers, so as to provide meaningful references for icon designers. In 
addition, game APP have the highest downloads and attention in the application market, so 
game APP icons are selected as the research object for in-depth discussion. 
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2. Research methods 

2.1. Subject  

A total of 40 college students from a university in tianjin participated in this study, including 18 
male students, all of whom had normal naked eye vision or corrected visual acuity. All of them 
were smartphone users with mobile game experience. 

2.2. Experimental Materials 

The experimental materials are obtained mainly through the following steps: 

(1) In order to better explore the differences between different features of game icons, 75 color 
images of game APP icons are selected as the material library through various ways (the games 
in the selected images are all relatively backward games in the application system, so as to 
exclude the influence caused by consumers' personal preference for popular games). (2) On the 
basis of summarizing the relevant literature research content of APP icon, statistical analysis 
was carried out on the materials in the material library, and three dimensions of color, style 
and form were determined. The icon color is divided into two dimensions: warm color and cool 
color. Warm colors even if one feels warm red, orange, yellow and the colors made up of them; 
Cool colors even if people feel cool cyan, blue, purple and the colors composed of them. The icon 
style is divided into two dimensions: skeuomorphism style and flat style. Skeuomorphism 
design refers to the simulation of real objects in life by means of shadow gradient or highlight 
when appropriate degree of exaggerated deformation is allowed. The purpose is to enable 
consumers to quickly reflect the purpose of the corresponding application within a short time 
after seeing the icon [8]. Flat design is an APP icon style corresponding to skeuomorphism 
design. It advocates minimalism and rejects simulation techniques to create a flat visual effect, 
so that information can be presented in a more concise and direct way and transmitted to 
information users to reduce the generation of cognitive barriers. The icon form is divided into 
two dimensions: simile and metaphor. Similes attract consumers through the high quality of 
their products and try to make the symbols or words contained in the icon become the logo of 
the brand, and finally achieve the purpose of strengthening the brand image of the product. 
Metaphors are also called simplifications or metaphors. Metaphors can omit redundant 
narratives and attract consumers with abstract and simple interfaces. In the design of startup 
icon of mobile terminal APP, metaphor is usually used to compare one object to another based 
on the similarity in performance between objects and the connection between objects, so as to 
materialize the abstract object [9]. (3) According to the experimental design, 48 game APP icon 
pictures were selected and processed. Six APP icons were randomly selected as 1 group and 
edited as 1 picture, that is, a total of 8 pictures and 3 pictures were selected as the formal 
experimental materials. 

2.3. Experimental design 

This experiment is 2(color: warm and cool) X2(style: skeuomorphic style, flat style) X2(form: 
simile, metaphor) experimental design within the group. 

2.4. Experimental instrument 

The instrument used in the experiment is the Tobii eye movement tracker, model TX300, the 
sampling rate is 300 Hertz, and the display is a 23-inch TFT liquid crystal display. 

2.5. Experimental procedure 

The experiment site is the noise-proof and antimagnetic laboratory. After the subjects were 
familiar with the laboratory environment, they were asked to sit in front of the eye movement 
tracker, with their eyes about 60cm away from the display screen, and the eye movement 
tracker was calibrated and confirmed as well as drift correction. The test leader will explain the 
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experimental instruction: Now suppose you need to download a certain game, then the screen 
will show some different game APP icon pictures in turn. The rendering time of each picture is 
15 seconds, and after 15 seconds, it will automatically turn to the next picture. Please browse 
these pictures according to your usual downloading habits. In order to familiarize the subjects 
with the experimental process and requirements, the practice experiment (about 3min) was 
carried out after the subjects understood the experimental task, and then the formal 
experiment was carried out. During the experiment, each image was presented once, and all 
experimental images were randomly presented to eliminate the sequential effect. 

2.6. Eye Movement Index 

Just and Carpenter proposed the eye-brain hypothesis, pointing out that as long as the subject 
is processing a certain area, he will look at this area. This means that the area the subject is 
processing is the area he is looking at. Some scholars show that eye movement is a symbol of 
information processing, and eye movement indicators can show people's attention to objects. 
Jiang Bo and Zhang Jinghua[10] have counted the eye movement indicators used in 251 eye 
movement research papers. The results show that the use of fixation time is as high as 202 times, 
the use frequency is 80.48%, and the use of fixation times is as high as 166 times. The frequency 
of use is 66.14%, that is, among the eye movement indicators, the gaze time is the most 
frequently used. The frequency of gaze usage is second only to the gaze time, which is an 
effective indicator for measuring consumer attention. Therefore, fixation time and fixation 
count, two eye movement indicators, will be used to investigate in this study. 

Fixation point refers to the trace formed when the line of sight stays at a certain position for 
more than 100ms. Fixation time refers to the total duration of all fixation points in an area of 
interest or in an area of interest group. Fixation times refer to the total number of all fixation 
points in an area of interest or in an area of interest group. 

3. Results 

Before analyzing the results of eye movement experiments, the experimental materials are 
divided into zones of interest. The area of interest is the extent to which the experimenter looks 
at the material that the researcher is interested in. In this experiment, each icon in each image 
was divided into a separate area of interest. In addition, on the basis of marking the interest 
area, APP icons of the same color are grouped into an interest area group. Warm color icons are 
grouped into an interest area group, while cold color icons are grouped into another interest 
area group. Similarly, APP icons of the same style are grouped into an area of interest group. 
Skeuomorphic style icons are grouped into an area of interest group, and flat style icons are 
grouped into another area of interest group. Finally, APP icons of the same form are grouped 
into an area of interest group, that is, simile icons are grouped into an area of interest group, 
and metaphorical icons are grouped into another area of interest group. Finally, the unit of 
interest area group was used for unified analysis. 

During the experiment, we recorded the calibration status and other information of the subjects 
and removed 4 subjects whose eye movement information could not be captured by the eye 
movement tracker due to personal reasons. Finally, the remaining 36 subjects, including 17 
males and 19 females, had an average age of 22.32 years. The data were analyzed and processed 
by SPSS 21.0. If the statistical results were not significant, they would not be described. 

3.1. Fixation time data analysis 

Note: The standard deviation is in brackets, the same as below. 

The analysis of fixation time of the subjects on APP icons of games with different characteristics 
is shown in Table 1, which is found by variance analysis: 
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(1) The main effect of icon color is significant, F(1,34)=10.40,P=0.002. Specifically, the subjects 
gazed at the icons in warm colors for a longer time on average than those in cold colors, and the 
effect was significant. 

(2) The main effect of icon style is significant, F(1,34)=8.92,P=0.01. Specifically, the average 
fixation time of the subjects on the flat style icon was longer than that of the skeuomorphic style 
icon, which had a significant effect. 

 

Tab 1 The average and standard deviation of the fixation duration of the game APP 
icons/s 

 warm color cold color 
 Skeuomorphic style Flat style Skeuomorphic style Flat style 

Simile form 
6.19 

(3.58) 
6.33 

(5.25) 
4.70 

(2.25) 
6.14 

(3.39) 

Metaphorical form 
5.12 

(1.95) 
6.23 

(4.97) 
4.44 

(2.17) 
4.81 

(4.71) 

 

(3) The main effect of the icon form is significant, F(1,34)=5.51,P=0.022. Specifically, the 
average gaze time of the subjects on the simile ICONS was longer than that on the metaphorical 
icons, and the effect was significant. 

(4) The interaction between icon color and icon style is significant, F(1,34)=8.15,P<0.001. This 
indicates that there are significant differences in subjects' interest in ICONS of different colors 
and styles. For cool icons, the main effect of icon style is significant, F(1,34)=7.38,P=0.008, the 
average fixation time of the subjects on the flat style icon was longer than that on the 
skeuomorphic style icon, and the effect was significant. For skeuomorphic style icons, the main 
effect of icon color is significant, F(1,34)=15.21,P<0.001. The subjects gazed at the warm color 
icon for longer than the cold color icon, and the effect was significant. 

(5) The interaction between icon color and icon form is significant, F(1,34)=7.52,P<0.001. This 
indicates that there are significant differences in subjects' interest in icons of different colors 
and forms. The main effect of icon form is significant for icons with cool colors, F(1,34) 
=6.03,P=0.017, the average gaze time of the subjects was longer than that of the metaphorical 
icon, and the effect was significant. For simile form icons, the main effect of icon color is 
significant, F(1,34)=5.92,P=0.018. The subjects' average gaze time on warm-colored icons was 
longer than that of cold-colored icons, and the effect was significant. For metaphorical icons, 
the main effect of icon color is significant, F(1,34)=8.88,P=0.004. The subjects' average gaze 
time on warm-colored icons was longer than that of cold-colored icons, and the effect was 
significant. 

(6) The interaction between icon style and icon form is significant, F(1,34)=5.56, P=0.001. This 
indicates that there are significant differences in subjects' interest in icons of different styles 
and forms. For skeuomorphic style icons, the main effect of icon form is significant, F(1,34) 
=5.54,P=0.021, The subjects' average gaze time on simile morphological icons was longer than 
that of metaphor morphological icons, and the effect was significant. For simile form icons, the 
main effect of icon style is significant, F(1,34)=5.08,P=0.027. The average fixation time of the 
subjects on the flat style icon was longer than that on the skeuomorphic style icon, and the effect 
was significant, F(1,34)=4.18,P=0.045. The average fixation time of the subjects on the flat style 
icon was longer than that on the skeuomorphic style icon, and the effect was significant. 

(7) The interactive effect of icon color, icon style and icon form is significant, F(1,34)=6.55, 
P<0.001. 
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4. Conclusion 

The results of the empirical study on the characteristics of game APP icons by eye movement 
method show that: (1) For icons with different colors, subjects paid more attention to the icons 
with warm colors; (2) For different styles of icons, subjects were more interested in flat style 
icons; (3) For different forms of icons, subjects paid more attention to simile icons. It is not 
difficult to find that both the flat style icon and the simile icon highlight “simple”, that is to say, 
the icon designer should pay attention to maintain the visual hygiene of consumers and reduce 
their cognitive impairment. 
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